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Abstract
Geometrical complexity in lattice structures yields large bounding surfaces to be approximated
during additive manufacturing (AM) processes. In material extrusion, approximation of geometries using
finite-sized thin filaments introduces defects such as voids and gaps in as-fabricated geometries. This
initiates cracks between layers and increases possibility of fracture by crack propagation. As a result, a
lattice structure fabricated by material extrusion tends to fail at significantly lower stress than estimated
strength without consideration of fracture mechanism. The goal of this research is to estimate strength of
material extruded lattice structures considering bonding strength among layers. To achieve this, the
bonding strength is determined based on a deposition process modeling scheme and fracture mechanics
analysis. A two-layer deposition model is generated to investigate deposited geometry, and the effective
interlayer-bonding strength is calculated using a cohesive zone model (CZM) and peel tests. The resulting
strength is incorporated into the property-estimation procedure.
Introduction
Additive manufacturing process provides new opportunities to design and manufacture
geometrically complex parts such as lattice structures and cellular materials. Recent advances in additive
manufacturing process have been improving geometrical accuracy and mechanical properties of asmanufactured parts. However, geometrical approximation occurred in additive manufacturing processes
still yields geometrical degradation [1, 2]. In particular, the geometrical degradation becomes more
critical in lightweight lattice structures composed of many thin elements like bars and beams, since the
structures have large bounding surfaces, which increase possibility of geometrical degradation [3]. In
material extrusion processes, thin filaments are deposited along deposition paths to approximate
geometries in a building plane. Since the filaments have finite size and elliptical or circular cross sections,
voids and gaps shown in Figure 1 are formed between filaments during manufacturing. The process-induced
voids and gaps initiate cracks in fabricated parts in the building plane as well as along the building
direction. These cracks limit mechanical strength of fabricated parts as they grow along filament interfaces
or layer surfaces. Furthermore, voids and gaps may have larger influence on strength of lattice structure than
bulky parts, since lattice structures are composed of thin members of which the size is several times of the
filament diameter. Thus, crack propagation more easily degrades strength of lattice structures than bulky
parts.
Many researchers have investigated degradation in mechanical properties of additively manufactured
parts. Ahn et al. reported material anisotropy depending on deposition patterns in material extrusion processes
[4]. In the research, significant strength drop was observed when a raster angle is perpendicular to an external
force direction. Rodriguez et al. investigated a relationship between a raster angle of deposition path and tensile
strength [5]. The authors addressed that the raster angle has a large influence on strength, and they proposed a
design framework for improving mechanical properties of material extruded parts by optimizing raster angles.
Bagsik and Schӧppner measured tensile strength of additively manufactured specimens, which are built in three
building directions [6]. This research also reported large reduction in strength over 40% for vertically built
specimens.
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(a) Stair steps [2]

(b) Voids and gaps

Figure 1 Geometrical degradation in material extrusion processes

Researchers have implemented fracture mechanics to understand the material anisotropy and strength
reduction shown in additively manufactured parts. Thomas and Rodriguez investigated wetting and thermally
driven diffusion bonding processes to estimates fracture toughness between two deposition lines [7]. The
authors performed two dimensional heat transfer analysis to capture temperature distribution during
solidification process in material extrusion process and analytically derived fracture toughness between
deposition lines. Fracture mechanics approach recently receives more attentions. Young et al. proposed an
experimental procedure to measure interlayer fracture toughness in additively manufactured parts [8]. The
authors modified a standard double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens in order to apply to additively
manufactured specimens. Gardan et al. developed a design framework to improve fracture toughness based on
the direction of principle stresses and demonstrated more durable deposition path pattern against crack
propagation [9]. Kishore et al. devised an infrared preheating system to enhance the interlayer fracture strength
of parts manufactured in a material extrusion based big area additive manufacturing (BAAM) machine [10].
Seppala et al. investigated interlayer bonding strength based on isothermal healing time in polymer-polymer
welding process [11]. Research related to fracture mechanics in additive manufacturing research area has
focused on experimental procedure.
Cohesive zone model (CZM) is a numerical fracture analysis model devised to describe crack
propagation and fracture in bonded interfaces [12-14]. Several researchers recently have implemented the
numerical scheme to study interlayer fracture and to investigate strength of additively manufactured parts.
Liravi et al. developed a cohesive zone model to estimate a pulling-up force at failure in a bottom-up projectionbased photo polymerization process [15]. Spackman et al. constructed CZM and proposed model-based design
framework for a fiber-reinforced soft composite additive manufacturing process. [16] The authors selected
CZM parameters based on calibration experiments. Ahmadi et al. implemented CZM to assess mechanical
properties of metal parts fabricated by a powder bed fusion process [17]. The authors utilized CZM to define
interactions among melt pool boundaries based on their observation that melt pool boundaries are weaker than
grain boundaries so that defects are initiated in melt pool boundaries. They predicted effects of microstructure
on mechanical properties of fabricated parts based on numerical analysis with CZM.
In material extrusion processes, fracture mechanics approach can be used to explain strength degradation
between layers or deposition paths. However, previous research has focused on experimental aspects of the
approach. Constructing a numerical fracture mechanics model can help to expedite design processes utilizing
material extrusion processes by providing a systematic analysis framework. The goal of this research is to
estimate failure strength of a lattice structure considering structural mechanics as well as fracture mechanics. To
achieve the goal, we develop numerical fracture mechanic models based on the cohesive zone model. The
numerical models are calibrated based on peel tests using double cantilever beam specimens. The strength
degradation in material extrusion processes is assessed based on fracture toughness determined from numerical
models and embedded crack length predicted from process simulation models. Figure 2 shows a conceptual
diagram for the research framework.
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Figure 2 Conceptual diagram for research framework

In following sections, we explain an experimental procedure for a peel test, and describe a numerical
modeling procedure using cohesive elements. Next, we present parametric study to calibrate cohesive
parameters in the numerical model based on test results. Then, we explain a process simulation model to
determine initial crack length. Finally, we present the estimation procedure and the results.
Peel Test
In this research, ASTM D5528-13 testing method is implemented to quantify mode I inter-laminar
fracture toughness [18]. Figure 3 (a) shows a standard double cantilever beam specimen. The standard DCB
specimen is devised to assess bonding strength of a continuous fiber-reinforced composite material. However,
this DCB specimen is not suitable to measure bonding strength between deposition paths in material extrusion
for two reasons. The first is that infill raster pattern is not controllable and the second is that bonding strength
between two deposition paths is of interest in this work. To solve the problem, the standard specimen is
modified as shown in Figure 3 (b). The modified DCB specimen has a small interlayer bonding area, which is
filled with only two deposition paths so that it is guaranteed that only two deposition paths are bonded between
layers.

Initial crack
embedded

Two deposition lines
in the center region
(a) Standard DCB specimen

(b) Modified DCB specimen

Figure 3 Standard and modified peel test specimens
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Tape to embed initial crack (23 mm)
Figure 4 Fabricated DCB specimen

The specimens were fabricated in Dimension 1200se from Stratasys® . The raw material was ABS P400
and a T16 nozzle tip was used, which leads 0.254mm layer thickness. To embed an initial crack in the
specimens, we paused fabrication process after deposition for the 7th layer, and we applied a strap of a 3M® blue
paper masking tape to locate an initial crack. The crack length is 23 mm. After that, we resumed the process to
complete fabrication. Figure 4 shows a fabricated DCB specimen. Peel tests are performed in an Instron®
universal tensile test machine. The specimens were installed using metal wires as shown in Figure 7 (a).
Cohesive Zone Model
In this work, we utilize a cohesive zone model to simulate interlayer bonding fracture in DCB specimens.
CZM is capable to describe a gradual separation phenomenon caused by crack growth. A traction-separation
law (TSL), which defines a relationship between cracking opening and required traction characterizes this
model. Several traction-separation laws have been proposed based on material characteristics. In this research, a
bilinear traction-separation law shown in Figure 5 is used. In the bilinear traction-separation law, it is assumed
that the relationship is composed of two linear regions. To define the two linear regions, three important
parameters are required. The parameters are penalty stiffness, cohesive strength and fracture energy.
The penalty stiffness is related to an initial mechanical response of a cohesive zone before cohesive
traction reaches cohesive strength. The magnitude of the penalty stiffness must be high enough to avoid
interpenetration of crack surfaces [19]. In this work, the penalty stiffness is selected based on an approach
proposed by Turon et al. [20] as following:
K 

E
t

(1)

Traction required (Pa)

where, E is an elastic modulus of a raw material, t is a thickness of plies adjacent to a bonding region, and  is
a parameter much larger than 1. In this work,  is set to 50, which is recommended by Turon et al.

Cohesive strength (σi)
Area: fracture energy
(Gc)
Penalty
stiffness (K)

Crack opening (m)
Figure 5 Bilinear traction-separation law
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The cohesive strength is related to damage initiation. After cohesive traction reaches the cohesive
strength, required cohesive traction starts to be reduced due to damage accumulation. There are several criteria
based on stress, strain or displacement field in deformed configuration. In this work, the maximum stress
criterion is used to determine damage initiation and the value of cohesive strength is set to 0.55Y , where  Y is
yield strength of the raw material.

The area below a traction-separation law is a fracture energy that is directly related to fracture toughness.
Once the fracture energy is determined, damage propagation response can be expressed. In this paper, we
determine a value that minimizes difference in the maximum traction force between peel test and finite element
analysis with CZM for the fracture energy.
Parametric Study for Calibrating Fracture Analysis
The cohesive zone model explained in the previous section is implemented to a numerical model of a
DCB specimen in ABAQUS® . The numerical DCB specimen model is shown in Figure 6. A thickness of
cohesive zone is set to 1  m , and the zone is modeled using 8-node three-dimensional cohesive elements
(COH3D8). The nonlinear analysis is performed using the model and results are compared with test rsults.
Figure 7 shows a deformed shape of DCB specimens in the test and analysis.
To determine the fracture energy, we construct a response surface model based on results from four
different fracture energy levels, which are 100, 200, 300, 400 N/m. The traction force – opening displacement
responses from analysis are compared with those from peel tests in Figure 8. The smaller fracture energy is
applied to the cohesive zone model, the weaker traction force is yielded in specimens. The fracture energy and
fracture toughness of each specimens are determined from the response surface model as listed in Table 1. The
fracture toughness obtained in this section is used to estimate fracture failure of lattice structure with initial
crack length based on process simulation model in the following section.

Length (112 mm)

Upper beam
Initial crack

Cohesive zone (1 μm)
lower beam

Figure 6 Cohesive zone modeling for modified DCB specimens

Opening displacement

Opening displacement
(a) Peel test

(b) Finite element analysis

Figure 7 Deformed shapes
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Figure 8 Comparison: Test vs Analysis

Table 1 Determined fracture toughness based on parametric study
Specimen 1

Specimen 2

Specimen 3

Specimen 4

Mean

Fracture Energy
(N/m)

290.68

100.35

136.67

297.18

206.22

Fracture toughness
(MPa/√m)

0.407

0.239

0.279

0.411

0.334

Process Simulation Modeling
In this work, we utilize a process simulation modeling approach proposed by Watanabe et al. [21]. Two
dimensional process simulation models for material extrusion are developed using ANSYS® Polyflow analysis
package. This process simulation model is capable to describe deposition shape and temperature distribution
during material extrusion. The simulation modeling is composed of two stages. The first simulation model is
deposition and cooling model of the first layer of filament.
The first layer is deposited onto a build platform, which is assumed to be at a constant temperature of
100 °C. The geometry and mesh before the deposition is shown in Figure 9 (a). A volumetric flow rate at the
nozzle, Q is calculated using Eqn. (2):

Q  vrWH
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(2)

where v r is the deposition velocity, W is the width of the deposited road, and H is its height, assuming that
the deposited filament had more of a rectangular shape than circular [22]. By applying the calculated volumetric
flow rate at the nozzle entrance and gravitational force, and using the remeshing technique in ANSYS®
Polyflow, the deposition of the first layer was performed.
The second simulation model was the deposition of the second layer of filament on top of the first layer.
Once, the temperature distribution after the first layer cooling was exported from the previous simulation, and
the geometry and mesh before the second layer deposition is shown in Figure 9 (b). The procedure for this
simulation model was similar to that for the first layer deposition. However, it was crucial to simulate the
conduction heat transfer between the two layers in this stage. This was accomplished using the fluid-to-fluid
contact capability in ANSYS® Polyflow. Required material properties of ABS P400 are listed in Table 2.

Tambient = 100 °C

Nozzle
Extrude

Layer Height = 0.254 mm

Build Platform
(T = 100 °C, v = 0 mm/s)

(a) 1st layer deposition

(b) 2nd layer deposition

Figure 9 Material extrusion process simulation modeling
Table 2 Material properties of ABS
𝟏

𝟏

Viscosity Expression

𝜼 = 𝒆[𝟓𝟔𝟕𝟓.𝟐(𝑻−𝟓𝟎𝟑.𝟏𝟓)] 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟖𝟗(𝜸̇ )−𝟎.𝟔𝟖

Coefficient of Thermal Expression

7.38 x 10-5 m/(m-°C)

Thermal Conductivity

0.17 W/(m-°C)

Specific Heat

1423.51 J/(kg-°C)

Density

1040 kg/m3

Glass Transition Temperature (Tg)

105.0 °C
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Figure 10 Resulting shape and temperature distribution

Figure 10 (a) shows resulting deposition shape and temperature distribution. The crack length between
layers is measured as shown in Figure 10 (b). The measured initial crack length is 0.08532 mm. This crack
length is incorporated into fracture failure criteria in the following section.
Estimation of Strength of Lattice Structure
In this section, a failure criterion of lattice structures considering fracture is developed and presented.
Mechanical properties of lattice structures depend on their microscopic characteristics. Once a strut in a lattice
structure starts to fail, the lattice structure also starts to fail. Two failure modes are considered in this research.
The first is elastic failure and the other is fracture failure. The conceptual description of failure criteria is
presented in Figure 11.

Yield

Fracture

 max   Y

K I max  K IC
Building direction

For detecting
elastic failure

Strut direction

Equivalent tensile force

For detecting
fracture
Component in build direction

Building angle

Figure 11 Failure criteria of a strut in a lattice structure
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In this work, the elastic failure criterion is developed based on yielding of a strut. For detecting elastic
failure, resultant axial stress by external forces is compared with yield strength of a raw material, which is 22
MPa for ABS P400. It is noteworthy that the total axial force is considered for elastic failure. The fracture
failure criterion is established by utilizing fracture toughness of a cracked cylinder. A strut in a lattice structure
is considered as a cracked cylinder. It is assumed that the cracked cylinder is fractured when resultant stress
intensity factor reaches the fracture toughness. The stress intensity factor is calculated based on Gao and
Herrmann’s work [23] as following:

K I max   max

 2r  I


  1
2  Ic 

I

 r4
4

,

 a4 
I c  I 1  4 
 r 

(3)

where, K I max is the maximum resultant stress intensity factor,  max is maximum resultant axial stress, r is the
radius of strut, and a is the embedded crack length. To calculate the stress intensity factor of a strut using Eqn.
(3), the crack length is required. In this work, the crack length determined in the previous section is applied. For
detecting fracture failure, only force component in the building direction is applied to calculate stress intensity
factor. The fracture toughness for this criterion is set to calculated fracture toughness with the CZM model in
the previous section.
Figure 12 shows a tensile specimen for validating the proposed estimation approach. The specimen has
2D rectangular lattice structures in the center. Tensile specimens are fabricated in Dimension® 1200es with the
same process parameters for DCB specimens at five different building angles: 0◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 90◦. The
fabricated specimens are tested in the Instron universal tensile test machine.
Figure 13 presents comparison among estimation and experimental results. The experimental result
shows significant drop in strength when the specimens are built at high building angles. However, elastic failure
criterion is not able to capture this strength degradation since the main failure mode of specimens built at high
angle is fracture. The fracture criterion improves estimation by describing fracture mode failure.

Build
angle

Figure 12 Tensile specimen with 2D rectangular lattice structure
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Figure 13 Comparison of estimated strength of 2D rectangular lattice structure

Estimation of Strength of Lattice Structure using Cohesive Zone Model
In this section, strength of tensile test specimens with two dimensional rectangular lattice structures is
estimated using cohesive zone model developed in previous sections. Numerical models of the specimens at 0◦
and 90◦ building angles are modeled using an as-fabricated voxel modeling approach as shown in Figure 14.
Using symmetricity, half of a rectangle is generated. A layer of cohesive elements is inserted between layers
near a joint. The obtained cohesive parameters in the previous section are implemented to the cohesive elements.
Comparison of normalized strength among estimates and measurements are listed in Table 3. At the zero
building angle specimen which is built horizontally parallel to building plane, estimates using Eqn. (3) is similar
to the cohesive zone model as shown less than 10% error. However, at the 90◦ degree building angle, estimates
using Eqn. (3) shows large error over 130% larger than the experiment measurement.

Symmetry

Layer of cohesive elements

Figure 14Build
As-fabricated voxel model with cohesive elements
angle
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Table 3 Comparison of normalized strength
0◦

Building angle

90◦

Estimated strength using Eqn. (3)

0.953

(-4.69%)

0.406

(135.56%)

Cohesive zone model

0.914

(-8.58%)

0.160

(-7.36%)

Experiment

1.000

0.172

Conclusion
This research proposes a strength-estimation approach for a lattice structure considering interlayer
fracture. We developed a numerical model for a double cantilever beam specimen with cohesive elements and
determined the cohesive parameters by comparing mechanical responses with experimental results. The
embedded crack length between layers was determined by process simulation model. The estimates for strength
of a lattice structure were calculated analytically and numerically. For analytic approach, the stress intensity
factor of a strut with calculated crack length was compared with fracture toughness from numerical analysis of
double cantilever beam models. For numerical approach, strength of a lattice structure was determined from the
maximum force of an as-fabricated voxel model with cohesive elements. Comparison found that significant
strength degradation at high building angles can be predicted by considering interlayer fracture phenomenon,
and that the proposed approach using the cohesive zone model is capable of capturing interlayer fracture mode
and improving accuracy of the strength-estimation procedure. In the future research, we will investigate more
lattice structures using the proposed approach.
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